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Silence is a virtue which endears man to man — Dean Inge

FROM
THE

tnhtnt

NEWS
Campus Follies
A Press Bureau—a Credit
Ten Years Out of Yale
He Will Make Haste Slowly
Methodists Become Militant

VOL. LXJfNO. 5

Is It Fascism?
Better Than Your Grandfather
$

. THOMAS MUSGRAVE

36?

,IIK Easton (Penn) Plain Dealer
recently published a column
"Campus Follies", a weekly
expose of college life at Lafayette,
ii came under the disapproval of the
college authorities, and the student
author was "persuaded" to abandon
his enterprise. The college paper
however defends the author. "If the
purpose of the column was slander",
the editor says, "then much of our
best English satire would also come
under
this
head."
Commenting
further on the anonymity of the articles, the editor says that it was not
due to cowardice but a reflection of
the reputation of the college itself,
of conservatism, bordering on illegality in journalism. Finally, the paper
says, there is no reason to deny that
the facts are true. "All institutions
have shortcomings, and there is no
glory in concealing them with sham
dignity. As far as criticism of Lafayette is concerned, the college
should have no hesitancy in accepting
it."

T

LEWISTON, .MAINE, WEDNESDAY, MAY 16, 1934

Musicians Will
HARD-HITTING COLBY NINE
HAS EASY TIME WINNING, 7-3 Play At Augusta
Many Errors By Bates Men Allow Unearned
Thursday Night
Runs To Cross Plate—Both Teams'
Pitchers Hurl Good Game

To

*-

Si ill playing ragged ball and
not more than two or three play?rs yet hitting their own weight
for an average. Bates went down
to defeat at the hands of Colby
who won their fifth straight series
game 7-3. Bates started in the
same manner as they finished the
Maine game by letting unearned
runs across the plate in great
style.
I'eabody on Mound
R. Peabody, on the mound for
Colby, with a rapid crossfire and a
good hook, had the Bobcat "hitless
wonders" eating out of his hand
until the fifth inning when Darling
got a single but which went to waste.
In the seventh Marcus got a hit. went
to second and then to third on Lemieux fielder's choice and error of
Gillis' rap and then scored on Darling's infield out.
In the eighth. Toomey
got a
double, and Millett got hit by a
pitched ball, but both men were
erased from the base paths as Gallagher and Aldrich took their places
by fielder's choices.
Marcus then
came through with a triple to clear
the sacks.
Good Hurling
Darling pitched a sweet game and
deserved a much better break than
he got. He only allowed two earned
runs which came in during the 6th
and the 8th innings with A. Peabody, the batting star of the game,
instrumental in both.

Freshmen Halls
Plan Open House
This Week-end
r,

T-.

T

.-,,

Present Program
Before Annual
Convention

Bales College musical clubs will
travel to Augusta to present a concert Thursday night. May 17. Under
the charge of Prof. Crafts, this rauBical program will be a very appropriate introduction to the annual
convention of the Maine Federation
; of Music Clubs which opens Friday
I morning. May 18. which will begin

bpOIt Dance In LhaSO |al ^:15 in the Green street church.

Hall To Include
Entertainment

The program will be as follows:
Hungarian Dances—Nos. 7 and 8
Brahms

Valse des Pleura

Tsohalkowskj

Sunrise at Sea '
Demarest
Orphic Orchestra
Soprano Solo—
Who u Buy My Lavender
German
Sweet Phyllis
Strickland
Miss Lucienne Blanehard '34
Allegretto Tranquillo
Grieg
Spanish Dance
Mosgkowski
Garaet Trio
Baritone Solo—
O' That It Were So. . .
Bridge
Sittin' Thinkin'
Fischer
Didn't It Rain
Spiritual
Sylvester Carter '3 1
Flute Solo—
Schoen Rosmarin
Krelaler
Syrinx
Debussy
John David '34
Hand of You
Bond
Steel Away
Spiritual
Garnet Quartet
Miss Lucienne Blanehard '34.
1st Soprano
Miss Beatrice Grover '36
2nd Soprano
Miss Elizabeth Wilson '3 4
1st Alto
Miss Doris Maxim '36
2nd Alto
Just a Wearyin For You
Bond
Her Rose
Coombs
Men's Glee Club. Sylvester ('after.
Conductor; James Tarter '36, soloist.
Xylopohone Solo
Rhythmic Novelty
Breuer
Edward Small '35
The Heavens Are Telling
Beethoven
Lift Thine Eyes
Logan
Trii-mph Thanksgiving
Rachmaninoff
Bates Choral Society
Miss
Kll»n Bailey "Ifi. Almus
Thorp '34 i and Josiah Smith '35, accompanists.

DANCE
AND FRESHMAN
OPEN HOUSE SAT.
PRICE, 10 CENTS

COMMITTEE SELECTS
SEVEN AMENDMENTS
FOR CONSIDERATION
Members Attempt Canoe Trip Down Saco River
Proves To Be Great Success;
To Make Changes
Another Planned This Week
Desired By Many
Propose New Method Ot' Outing: Club Plans Climb Up Mt. Chocura On
Nomination By AllSunday—Annual Fishing Trip On Memorial
College Group
Day To Be Pre-exam Feature

Once again the Outing Club has night. Some of the more hardy ones
scored a success. Just ask the fel- went swimming before supper, but
lows who went on the canoe
trip Brrr! drinking water in a pail actdown the Saco River
from Frye- ually froze that night. We've heard
burp last Saturday and Sunday. Al- that several good pairs of wooHes
ready stories are floating around would have been appreciated about
Hope
to
Hold
Assembly
of
Tickets on Sale at Door—
the campus—Prof. Bertocci putting three o'clock the next morning.
.Men
in
Chapel
in
ST. LAWRENCE UNIVERSITY has
the boys to sle?p Saturday night by
Ernest
Robinson
Heads
Group on Trip
an aggressive news bureau from
Near Future
outlining his Classical
Civilization
The group that went on this epic
Committee
whose personel the editors and
.course: salt and pepper cellars fillworkers on the college paper are
*d only with tasteless air;
husky journey were as follows (paired up
Members of tli ConstitutionalI collegiates
as they were in the canoes): Samunl
recruited. Publicity of the college is
Open House, which was dlscoati*
disporting
themselves
Committee, headed by Chairtaan a brisk game of duek-on-the-rock: ata Fuller and Howard Norman. Fred
gent out by these students also. PerMfd tWO or three years ago* will lx
John Gross, have drawn up six battle-royal between Hager and Smythe and Prof. Bertocci, Donald
haps the high standard of their jourrevived ibis Saturdaj evening
in
and
David
Whitehouse.
nalism is a proof of the benefits of
•loiin Bertram and Roger Williams
amendments to the Constitution of I.enzi in one canoe, and Whitehouse Gautier
Russell Hager and Lono Lenzi. MorHalls, ami will be followed bv the
and
Gautier
in
the
other,
which
endthe bureau. But apparently there is
the Men's Student Government,
even-up with the first canoe ris Drobosky and Everett Flanders.
annual freshman
Spoil
Hop in
recognition outside the college. Last
and one amendment in the By- ed
overturned and its occupants in the
week the staff of the news bureau
Ohase Hall. The two dormitories
Three more events are definitely
Laws. These amendments, which water, and the latter team also scheduled before the close of the
will 1M* ojH'n for the Open House
went to Malone. a neighboring city,
period from seveii-lifleen to eight
were accepted by the committee] tumbling In as they laughed at their year for the Outing Club.
and edited the Telegram at the inFirst,
o'clock al which time the dance will
vitation of the proprietors of the
after
hearing
suggestions
bv '■ vanquished opponents: and. finally.there is to be a second installment
commence.
paper. After the paper had gone to
students including prominent m08t appreciated of all-sunburns. of the canoe trip this week-end to
press, the members of the delegation
take care of those who signed up
s,1 ,
Xorman DeMarco
and
his
members of the senior class, are
"' "' •''•.vbii.g
repaired to a hotel for their second
but could not be accommodated on
Bates Bobcats are playing for
devised tO Correct the chief faults
The group left campus Saturday the first.
banquet of the week. At both they
the dance, and in addition to
,
.
,
,
.
.......
i
morning
and
motored
to
Fryeburg,
were addressed by prominent newswhich have h
i cnticised during wheri, livP canoei, WPre obtalIied and
Then there is the climb up Mt.
them the committee in charge
papermen, whose opinion of the
this
has arranged for a musical enthe past lew weeks. Tl is hoped I loaded. The trip downstream was Chocura in New Hampshire.
colleges cultivated at such an affair,
tertainment
during intermisthai ii will lie possible to submit started about noon with fine weath-i Sunday. May 20. It is one of the best
ab r bh po a e
must be reflected in the treatment of COLBY
climbs
that
the
club
takes
and
sion.
the new amendments to an As- ■» '""' ■«*<* !,ot" <}«;»• T,ne »"* offers plenty of real activity as well
the collegers daily news.
Lemieux. ss
4
1 1 0 6 0
.
.
ii
ii
-ii
i
i
stop
was
at
Swans
rails
where
a
Freshman Talent
5 2 1 4 3 1
Gear, 2b
the Men in the chapel, p()I.ta„e was necessary around the as fine scenery.
A QUESTIONNAIRE answered by Sawyer. 3b
2 •> 1
All Freshman talent will supply
4
1
0
nexl week.
Best of all, to get everyone ready
power dam gave occasion for dinner.
•»
o
325 members of the Yale class A. Peabody. cf
this
entertainment.
<
lara
Marshall
0
4
1
By five o'clock all were again ready for finals, is the annual fishing trip
of 1924 reveals that their aver- R. Peabody. p
William
Spear,
and
John
Garrity
3
1
0
1
5 0
Proposed Amendments
lor eats, so camp was made for the on Mav 30 Memorial Day.
age income for 1933 was |4,fi77. Ross, if
4
0 0 0 0 0 will each sing one or two popular
Amendment I provides for the
numbers.
Albion
Beverage
is
to
sing
They have 1.7 children as compared W. Peabody. if
0
0
0
0
0 0
abolition
of
Dormitory Officers.
to the Metropolitan Life Insurance H. Farnham. If
0 0
5
1
0 0 and also to play a piano number of
Since this part of the Constitution is
figures of 1.34.
72 per cent are Ayotte. If
his
own,
and
Elizabeth
Smith
Will
0
0
0
0
0
1
not II) served, the committee believes
*> o s 1 1 dance.
married ;the national average is 76.1 Brown, c
4
thai it should be eliminated.
per cent A group of 29 per cent Sheehan. lb
0
1
3 0 2 10
Chaperones who have been selectAmendments II, III. IV concern
earned more than $5,000 in 1933, at
12
27
14
4
38
1
Totals
ed to take charge of the visiting
Article X. Section I. The new propoan average of $9,086.
while the
period In the dormitories are: Prof,
sal provides for a system of nominaverage of the remaining 71 per cent BATES
ab r bh po a e and Mrs. George M. Deane.
Prof.
ation by a committee that would repwas $2,600. The class lost an aver- Calalhan, 2b
0 0 1
4 2 ana Mrs. Robert F. McDonald. Prof,
8
resent the whole college in place of
aeg amount of $34,247 in the stock Lelyveld, 2b
R. Whitehorne.
2 0 0 0 0 0 and Mrs. William
the present scheme of having class
market crash. The salaries of 68 per Toomey, 3b
2 4 0 and Prof, and Mrs! Amos A. Hovoy.
5 0
1
committees.
cent were slashed 32 per cent during Millett. cf
3
0
0 0 0 1
Committee of Seven
Invited
guests
to
the
dance
are
the depression, but 38 per cent have Gay, If
0 0 0 0 0 0 Pres. and Mrs. Clifton Daggett Gray.
had 2S per cent restored. They Gallagher, rf
I'nder the provision of Amendment
2 0 0 0 0 0
Prof, and Mrs. Samuel Harms, and
agreed that college should give: Scolnik, ss
II, each class would select two men
1
1 0 0 0 0 Mr.
and Mrs. Harry W. Rowe. Chaability to reason and analyze facts, Aldrich. lb
who would meet with president of
0 16 0 0
4
1
perones are: Prof, and Mrs. Berkeithe Student Council. In this way
ability to get along with the differ- Marcus. If, cf.
4 1 2 0 0 0 man. Prof, and Mrs. Walter Stewart.
there will be a committee consisting
ent types of men. ability to express
*> 0 0 7 0 1
c
For the first time this year Mt. of two delegates from each of the
for such men as Kirby Page, edAt the annual retreat of the Y.
Miss Mildred Fisher.
Mr. Kenneth
and communicate thought, broad in- Gillis,
2 0 0 1
1
1 I Green,
Sherman, ss
Tumbledown
has
been
ascended
by
itor of "The World To-morrow",
M. C. A. Cabinet held at Poland
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Leslie
three
lower
classes,
and
one
repretellectual interest, preparation for Dunlevy, rf
2 0 1
0 0 0
members of the Outing Club. It is sentative of the senior class.
and Ralph Harlow of Smith
Springs May 11 and 12 an enlarged!
Spinks.
business and the professions, specific Darling, p
3 0
1 0 (i 0
ipparently one of the most popular
program of Y activities was planned
College, who are internationalThis
committee
of
seven
will
nomknowledge of some subject, memory Dillon, x
Dancing
At
Eight
0 u 0 0 0
climbs sponsored by this organiz- inate three candidates for each po- for the coming year. Some of the
1
ly known. The famous Southern
training, and the value of collegiate
Dancing will begin at eight and ation, for there were thirty-four in sit ion. For example, since the""fresh- most important items of the newAirs Colored Quartet are expect3 4 3 5 27 16 4
Totals
contacts after graduation.
continue until eleven-thirty. Attraced to supply a program of fine
x—Balled for Darling in the 9th. tive programs will be given to those the party that made the trip on Sun- man class is allowed two delegates program mchide achange intheSat-;
day, the largest group ever to go on on the Council, the all-college com- urday night dance policy. The price
music Meetings will, in general,
TYLER DENNETT, who attended Colby
1110 12 0 1 0—7 who buy their tickets early. Sub- a similar excursion.
be informal and in Chase Hall.
mittee will nominate six members of Will remain the same but the refreshHates in the last decade of the Bates
00000012 0—3 scription to the event is one dollar
Everything waa fine from begin- the freshman class, and in the same ments will be included in the cost of
The annual swimming meet will
nineteenth century, has added
a couple, and tickets may be bought tng to end—the weather, the road,
admission. Another change in the
also be sponsored by the V.
way
nine
men
from
the
sophomores,
another honor to the Pulitzer award
Runs batted in—Sheehan. R. Pea- at the door. Refreshments will be the eats. Even the snowball fight
Chase Hall policy will be the estabThe Freshman program will ingiven to him last week. Williams, the body 2. Darling. A. Peabody, Marcus served during the special entertain- half-way up the mountain, with and 12 from the juniors,
lishment of a reading room on the , clude the usual I M U R party and
college from which he eventually 2. Two base hits—Sheehan, A. Pea- ment at intermission.
(lass
Approval
•Pop" Jones as the eommander-infirst floor. The noise of the basement i the Stanton Ride which this year
graduated, has honored him with its body,
Brown.
Toomey,
Dunlevy.,
The list for each class will be sub- recreation room, it was felt, required |
Ernest Robinson is heading the chief of the attacking force, was
presidency. Retiring Pres. Garfield. a Three base hits—A. Peabody, Mar- committee in charge of the dance, welcomed by all and enabled various mitted to that class, and at a meet- some quieter place for reading and will be free. In addition to these traditional affairs there will be a Freshson of the former president of the cus. Stolen bases—A. Peabody, Dar- and he is being ably helped by ones to exhibit their prowess in care- ing the men of the class involved study.
man Party soon after college opens in
United States, approves, and says: ling,
,g. Sacrifice hits—Lemieux ^efjicnariea Gore. William Earles, Will- fllllv executed flanking movements. will make two candidates for each
Social Program
the Fall. The Freshman Handbook
"...he will make haste slowly, and ha n. Base on balls—off Darling 4, ,
^
Mar- And then up to the "Devil's Kitchen" position. This means that the freshrlial.,es Markell.
will also undergo some revision unThe social program for the
do no harm to cherished traditions." offr R. Peabody 1 Struck out—by ga f Melcn
Carol Wa(le, i.rjS(.iiia
men will have to eliminate two of
year will include a series of
der the management of Fred Smythe.
A publicist, a writer recognized and Darling 6: by R. Peabody 9. Left on Walker, and Ruth Jelhson.
Continoed On Page S
the six candidates on their list. Since
Church Attendance
Wednesday night programs of
distinguished, and a university lect- bases—Colby 11; Bates 8. Double
the class must eliminate some on the
These various activities will all be
speakers,
entertai
tiers,
and
urer—he is professor of foreign re- play—Lemieux, Geer to Sheehan.
list, there will be no mere formality
developed through an emphasis
dormitory
discussion groups.
lations at Princeton—Dennett has Wild pitch—Darling. Passed ball—
of approving the list, but instead the
on the importance of Sunday
Dean
Brightman
of
Boston
UnivGillis
Hit
by
pitcher,
by—RPeaadvanced to a leading place in educclass must take some definite action
ersity has already been secured
body, (Gillis 2. Millett); by Darling,
ation.
Minson '34 Will give her farewell ad-' in helping to select the nominees,
Continued on Page- 3
and negotiations are being made
(Ross). Urn.pires—Gibson and Tay- PHYSICISTS MEET
dress and will then introduce the After this has been done, there will
HERE SATURDAY
KTHODIRTS in two large cities, | ior Time of game—2:09.
be the
the regular
regular number of names on '
Collegiate new president. Thelma Poulin '35. I be
The Association
of
Portland and New York, have
rl the ballot, and all of the names will
:n:
The latter is to welcome the
Physicists for the state of Maine will
have the approval of two groups—
asserted their dissatifaction in
students.
meet here at Bates on Saturday. Dr.
the last week with the existing social
the committee of seven and the classFitch of the. Department of Physics WN'Ol N<E ENGAGEMENT
order. Prof. Halford Luccock, in the
es directly involved.
at Maine will address the group in OF BATES GRADUATE
latter city, reechoed the report of
Amendment III provides that stuthe afternoon.
In the morning a
.Mrs. and Mrs. David J. O'Neil of dent council members are not to be
the social service committee of his
general discussion of the problems Lewiston announce the engagement automatically renominated.
By KOBEKT G. BBRKELMAN
conference: "Big business seems deand methods will be held while the of their daughter, Miss Mary O'Neil,
termined that nothing shall save us;
Amendment IV eliminates council
To
audiences
somewhat
smaller to contemplate a re-marriage; and
wives of the members are being con- to Channell T. Libbey, son of Mrs. approval of the nominees to the
large corporations are interested only
ducted around the campus by the Helen C. Libbey and the late Harold ; Council, but does not do away with than usual but nonetheless appr:- by Elizabeth Wallbank. the young
in the recovery of profits." The
ciative. the English 4-A Players pre- gold-digging
Mrs. Eraser II. The
hostesses.
Mrs.
Whitehorne and S. Libbey.
actual committee report criticised
approval by a faculty committee.
St. John Ervine's three-act acting of the last-named was cspecMm. Woodcock.
Miss O'Neil graduated from the
Amendment V simply removes a sented
Roosevelt because he had not gone
Fraser". tally convincing by virtue of the
Usually the attendance at the I,ewiston High School and from clause that would be unnecessary If comedy "The First Mrs.
far enough, for nurturing some of
last Thursday and Friday evenings, sure command of her lines and th'J
the evils he promised to correct, and TV» PvnrinPP "Enter lfie meetings, which are held twice year-1 Bates jn 193;'.. Mr. Libbey is also a Amendment IV is passed.
In the Little Theater. The perform- intelligent interpretation
of
her
,y amounts to a score or so of the graduate of Lewiston High and atfor "a notable lack of planning" in lO riUUUl-c
Three-fifths Vote
ances. although perhaps not up to i role. To at least the reviewer the
physics teachers in our state col- tended Dartmouth where he was a
the NRA codes. Bishop Burns, in
Amendment VI makes it possible the high
standard of the club, i most moving episode of the drama.
leges. Representatives of Maine. in
Portland Sunday, claimed that the
0
I^The
-dd^ «1
SMTtV
end ot Mother" pra'.s^ which was on the whole meant to
Bowdoin. and Colby will ibe here at niIty.
The ' weaaing
aate ot *Tfi.
.MISS , «WT^
in ^""T^rSZ^
place of the present worthv
Paradox of "pagan waste amid fabIifln8 vote °?
season
be amusing rather than emotional,
and Mr. Libbey has been set, (wo.thirds rule. This is a very slieht
»"ny season.
ulous plentv" is an indictment of
this time.
O .Neil
...
» .. _ -.U
.
......
Tho nnhr uonwxv r*i a U Iff! <r 11 m las;! was the closing scene, thanks to the
The
for
this
June
7th.
change.
The
Amendment
to
the
By<"»>•
«nior
niak.ng
his
last
the social order. Belated consciousAt a business meeting of the 4-A I)H. WRIGHT SPEAKS
Laws is likewise a change in tne vote appearance was Bernard Drew the restrained effectiveness of Margaret
ness, nevertheless, consciousness.
< OLI.HGE REPRESENTED
Plavers and the Heelers last Mon- BEFORE B. P. W. GROUP
required for the amending process. ! director of the play, with Professor Perkins.
AT
CHURCH
BANQUET
day' evening in Little Theater, four
At the annual
banquet of the
Other parts were taken by John
A COMMITTEE of international- members of the Heeler group pro- Lewiston-Auburn Business and ProThe committee, in presenting the I Hobinaon s assistance. Assuming at
Bates College was well representIv-known educators and histor- duced a one-act play entitled Deep fessional Women's Club held Mon- ed at the Mother-Daughter Banquet amendments, has selected proposals 1 "" eleventh hour the role of M.-. Dority. the fish-loving rival of Mr.
Fraser
s
Oxonian
son
Ninian.
he
deFraser; by Elizabeth Stevens. the
ians, the social studies com- in Your Heart", written by Owen day evening in their club rooms on , held at the U. B. Church on Monday that seem to have a support among a
commendation
not
manipulator of the handmission of the American Historical Dodsen from the Sophomore Class.
Lisbon Street. Dr. Edwin M Wright, evening. Miss isabelle Jones. '33 , large number of students andI at the ^r,ve»0JPh%B directins but also for competent
some tea-cosy:
by John
Parfltt.
association, has inquired
into tne
Head
of
the
Bates
English
Departwilh her mother. Mrs. William H. same time they have tried to MnNt; hlg. exuberant mct,
wuich achlev.
Introduced by Jack David.
guardian over the remains of the
changing social trends, and for some
speaker. _ , jones. presented a program of songs changes that would be for
__, ,the
,.,„,,„„, score
„„„,.<, nt
„„„,!„
hit. , Fraser respectability; and bv Lenore
u_ highest
ment, was the featured
Owen
Dodsen
explained
his
ed
of
comic
hits.
students the question is answered as
In his address to the women Dr. :>alul
dances, entitled
"Musical interests of the college.
play, the scene of which was in
His natural ease and stage conn-1 Murphy, his independent wife.
to what is the course of our national
The new amendments follow:
Wri-ht devoted his topic to the sub-1 yeanderings of Mother and Daughdence testified to his longer expeGreenwich Village, New York.
life. The report says that changes
Credit for the pleasing set. which
iect"c«f
"Spring
Housecleaning",
ex-[ter",
to
an
audience
well-filled
with
AMENDMENT I
rience. He will be missed next year. was quite metropolitan in its adeStudents taking part In this
sweeping over the United States have
nlaining
not
only
the
annual
upset
,
„it
women
and
their
adopted
fac
y
Resolved.
That
Section
4.
of
Ar-j
iro
g""wlth
John
David,
president
of
n
l
were
William
Swallow
"36
D ay
combined to defeat the traditional
listressine to men but also a tribute stuae„t daughters.
daught
distressi
tide VIII. should be eliminated from tne eroup; Clyde Holbrook. one of quacy, goes to Harry O'Connor and
who took the part of Rolo; Wilera of laissez-faire and are leading
his assistants—Willis Stahl, William
to the mothers in keeping with ]
Mrs. Amos A. Hovey. presiding the Constitution. Section 4 reads:
its most dependable actors; Russell Earles, and Thomas Vernon. The
liam
Earles
as
Carl;
Harriet
the country into a period of collectMother's Day.
"There shall be a board of Dorm- Milnes. character
chairman of the affair, gracefully
successor
to
Baker
'37,
Rita;
and
Owen
ivism. It is almost certain the report
were
Bernice
of
the George
FRENCH tT.CU
introduced the members of the pro- itory Officers consisting
Austin;
Arthur Amrein. costume mistresses
Dodsen as Dale.
.■_ _.
continues that state interest will be
HAS ANNUAL TEA
gram. Besides the delightful folk- Student Officers nominated by the Kenneth Campbell. Charles Povey, Dean and Gladys Gillings.
Next
week
a
picked
cast
from
The prompter, Charlotte Stiles, at
exerted increasingly into all branches
The French club. La Petite Aca- songs of varied countries that the Council and elected by each dorm- Julius Lombard!—and not to forget least on the first evening, had more
the Heelers will produce beof economy. This is significant
Bates alumna. Miss Jones, present- itory. This Board shall meet at the Ted Seamon, usher.
demie,
is
to
hold
its
annual
tea
this
fore
their
own
group
the
one
coming from a group of well-informthan a minor part to play. Slips will
act comedy. "Enter the Hero ,
afternoon in Rand Hall reception u ed to the company, the other mem-j discretion of the President of the
ed men some of whose names are on
The major roles at the play were|0CCUr jn the best of regulated casts.
room at 4 o'clock The twenty meni- ber of the couple. Mrs. Jones, gave. Council or at the request of the well
be
Theresa
Helburn.
carried by Margaret Perkins. but fortunately the 4-A Players are
millions of textbooks and all of whom
bers recently accepted into the orga- a most interesting talk on
ideal: Board. It shall be its duty to promote
Fraser. who at the usually Immune to such an epidemic
Following
the play reading a
are prominent.
nization
are
to
be
the
guests
pla>
as though of forgetfulnees.
business meeting of the 4-A
"
NATURALLY, the old folks look was conducted by John ^"Ted to honor and will be officially welcomrn engageWarren Crockwell, with the heln
as the un- of John Crockett and Spinner Libwith disdain when the y""?*' following plafyers were electedI to ed at this time. The newly elected
ho survives bey. was in charge of the business
wr generation hints that the membership: Elizabeth F»*"™' officers will take over their d_
|youth of today is fully.as virile as Charlotte Stiles. Len°re. Murphy, for the coming year after the tea. banquet. The Dewiston-Auburn
two divorces with enough reserve management.
Continued on Page 3
The retiring president, Louise Mal-iW. c. A. was in charge of the affair.
Owen Dodsen, John Parfltt.
(Continued on I'age 3)
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ALBION BEVERAGE
TO SING AND PLAY

Snowball Fight on
Mt. Tumbledown

SENIORS PRESENT
SOME SUGGESTIONS

Y.M.C.A. Cabinet At Retreat
Plans Enlarged Program For
Campus And Social Activities

First Floor Reading Room In Chase Hall And
New Price Policy At Dances Included
In New Items For Coming Year

College News Items In Brief

M

Heelers Present
Play Written By
Owen Dodson '36
Hero" At Meeting
Next Week

Presentation By 4-A Players
Ends Another Praiseworthy Season
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CANDIDA
We stoop today to wit in lowest form.
And in crude puns report what's new in town and dorm.
Your kind Indulgence we most humbly implore.
And if we prove too low. please don't be sore.

Maine Smothers
Garnet Nine By
Score Of 14-5

In Hacker we re.Joyce to see
"Nate"-ure love is Fostered heartily.
And how those boon companions Chase around—
Where Clyde is. Julius surely may be found.
In Frye we've found a .Maxim tried and true:
■"Beware a Wayne-ing moon and sky deep blue."
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ANOTHER PROBLEM
N THE LIFE-TIKE of any institution there comes a time ut
which the old habits and customs are dead-wood. The old can
no Longer meet the needs of the new. A renewal of life must be
attempted, a rejuvenation of the old should be brought about.
Hut the operation must not be pushed. Any physician knows that a
blood transfusion must not be hurried inordinately or it will result
in disaster. Hut often this injection of new blood into old veins is
the only means of prolonging life at a normal level. Artificial slimillation may be applied, but the result is at best temporary and 1111nal oral.
So il is with any institution or organized group. The machinery at first thought to be suitable for all time turns out to be cumbersome and inadequate. And so some change is attempted, perhaps
some change in the method of precedure, or perhaps some more
drastic change in the whole organization.
Hut the success of any change will depend upon the spirit
behind it. Was it planned to do away with the difficulty under discussion.' Will it be broad enough to meet possible future shortcomings? Is it planned for the besi interests of the groups involved I
Will betler cooperation result with other organizations? All these
questions are important for they cannot be answered without a
sincere effort at planning.
The student body must face these questions soon when it attempts to vote on the proposed amendments to the constitution of
the Student Assembly. Whatever action is taken must be unprejudiced and impersonal. The spirit behind this movement must be of a
quality above the average. It must be earnest, sincere, and clean. No
help will come from mere preaching on the matter. The success of
the movement will depend entirely upon the students sincere
int ercst.
Our present age is well occupied with hurryiug reforms, with
injecting the personal element into legislation, in order to satisfy
individual desires. Pork-barrel legislation and log-rolling along with
lobbying are now considered to be legitimate means of passing laws
and regulations. At least they go on without any particular movement of disapproval on the part of the American public. Peculiarly.
the college croup which is often the first to adopt a cynical attitude
because of the present corruption, is also well-known for its own
intrigue and political manoeuvres. It behooves us to remember, my
children, that the tender years are the habit-forming years.
Past experience with these matters has been none too promising.
Railroading, personal interest and prejudice, narrow-minded molives, and thoughtless hurry have characterized too many assemblies. Whether this has been merely, in the past, the result of passing
moods, or whether it is as some believe the characteristic of our
benevolent autocracy, it is unfair to say. But the plea still stands.
for the interest of each student as a member of the assembly as well
as for the interest of the group as a whole it is essential that intelligent, thoughtful action be shown.

I

i

Now on to Band-Ed Emery's "Skipping" out
The other man.'—Say. what's this all about .'
With glow Celeste-ial on liis noble brotaf
You'll find Coombs river-banking,—ami how!
We note that Ray of sunshine did the trick,
An«l Helen Goodwin is no longer sick.
That's all for Hand just now. bin down at "Whit"
We've learned the very, very choicest bit:
A sLinky Freshman blonde—alas.-—alack—
Caught buying socks at Peck's with brother -lack I
From Milliken. we hear thai "Bashful Bob"
Thinks life's a sKnapp at Hates, and likes his job.
At Cheney, news abounds, hut ne'er a pun :
To "Personalities" refer, please, tor their fun.
"Ted" drives about from dawn 'til Eventide—
A Sweet Young thing slumped closely by his side..
Ye god ! such staff. 'Tis lime, methinks. to close:
Enough of "pun"-ishinent .... we'll change to prose!
PERSOXAUTIKS: This week's
orchids to that ace of croonens, Garrity—nice going; John... It eeenw
a certain young professor i* sporting
the latest in thumb-tack holes in his
brand new lid. . . what naughty coed did the dastardly deed? Jack
David substitutes "iMutty" stor:es
for smutty ones, but somehow UKV
don't go over ii0 well. . . .Extra! Oilman, unable to stand criticism,
breaks his mirror for casting reflections. . . Ah. the pun we wanted for
Cheney—Betty Stevens Si-ing over
her tennis. . . And Miriam and Jo
fell for the Portland job-gag. . . We
are asked to correct last week's
statement
regarding
"honorary
membership" — rather, "dishonorable discharge and Ivy-Hop-conscience"... Adams and Italia check

up on their respective coeds. . .
Win n Lena'b away the Parkerites
play. . . Oh. my, yes!—a most exciting week-end... The ultra, ultra
Bates Pier-see... and many an ed
and co-ed WIM crossed up... We
hope you didn't miss those Freshman rascals in the hired dump-cart
—makes a nice. Sunday sport, and
only two bits a head... Among
other week-enders — track-meeters
report "not so good". Tumble Downera "all in" and ilsland Parkers
"Cheap crowd and terrible floor''. . .
Boo to the grinders who stayed in to
write term-papers. . . And that's all
for this week—
Off to the critics now we haste to
go.
Signed. ANGELA, (in absence of
Petruchio)!!

Errors And Weak Hurling- Combine To
Defeat Bates

Most certainly not showing any
of Bill Carrigan's tine coaching, the
Bobcats presented a P001' performance on the diamond last Frida>
afternoon, and went down to an inglorious defeat at the hands ol
Maine by a score of 14-8. Maine
greeted the pitchers like "long lost
cousins" and hammered the ball to
all corners of the field, and when
hits didn't knock runs in, errors
did.
Bates started off in great style
iretting two runs before Maine knew
what it was all about. Toomey got
a hit and came home on two consecutive errors made by Marshall at
short. Oillis opened the second with
a single, was advanced to third by a
walk and an error and scored on
Millets long fly.
Maine more than evened things
up when they pushed in five runs
in the third. Kay Aldrich doubled,
Osgood got on by <Tallahan's inexcusable error. Anderson's Texas
leaguer, a walk to Woodbury. and
then an attempted squeeze that resulted with three runs crossing Hie
plate due to momentary relapse by
GilllS who threw the ball far off into left field with a double play
staring him in the face.
Maine pushed four, three, and
then two runs across in the next
three consecutive innings and that
ended their scoring for the day.
However it was enough. Bates did
their best to redeem themselves by
scoring one in the sixth and two in
the seventh, but their rally fell far
short of the fourteen runs that their
opponents had already garnered.
——^—
*o:

OTHKK COLLEGES
II,

Kosie

From the AnTherst poet. Hugh
Sa.lio. we learn that young poeU
should practice with an "lea pU'emotion and should stop the pot.
when the idea and the emotion
cease. This young poet is rapMIJ
gaining recognition for himsel
modern literature. In regard to
poets themselves Hugh Saglio said.
■Poets are 51% boru and 49 ,„
made but the point is, how can onj
tell when the poet is really born
He writes often in quatrains and WL
submit the following:
Epitaph for a Suicide
Here lie I, who chose to die.
And gladly lie so still.
Sneer on. ye living, by and by.
You'll come against your will,

, James Roosevelt, son of th- I
, ident. spoke at the Boston L'niverl.aw School and was most elouent in his praise of the
school—One hundred and Bv<
soners at Ohio state prison
1-ave enrolled in the Ohio State University radio course—Frances
ins. Secretary of Labor, in spee
, to the Tennessee Valley Iustiiui..
j
advocated the following
hours, prohibition of child
Imagine the embarrassment of ai shorter
labor, unemployment insurance, anl
professor who in an attempt to find ' adequate workmen's compensa
out the nationality of the ancestors l
aws—Temple university offers cr.of the various members of Ins class- dit
for courses in etiquette Tin ; .
es received the following mlorma- of Utah
has a 75 year old fresl
tion: "Half Scotch, quarter rye, and —Ohio >=tate
lists a course in V.
the rest lemon juice."
on Table"—Long Island I
The editorial staff of "The Bea- Ing
has abolished football In
con". Kingston. R. I. feel that the Bity
horseshoe pitching—If one
present system of employing stu- of
all the courses offerer! ;
dents to correct test papers should take
I'niversitv of Wisconsin It
be modified to the extent that only take
l>im 92 years to complete
routine class papers, and no papers

Juniors To Compete
In Prize Speaking

The Try-outs for the annual Junior Prize Speaking Contest were
held yesterday, and the contestints
read their original compositions before a committee, headed toy Professor Robinson. The contest itself will
take place on May 25 at 8:00 P. M.
in the Little Theater.
The following will speak: Charlotte Longley on "Who is My Neighbor?", Kenneth Bates on "Are We
Educated?". Thomas Vernon on "Is
Man A /Machine?". Bond Perry on
"Delkiuency as Social Behavior".
. Ray Stetson on "Has America Turned Off the Power". Gordon Jone^ on
I "Can Democracy Meet the Challange
!! of Dictatorship?". William Haver on
"iLincoln". and Lillian Bean on "The
Political Dangers of the N. I. R. A."
is open to all memThirteen new members were in- The exhibition
of the Junior Class. The first
itiated Into the Jordan Scientific So- bers
prize
will
be
twenty
five dollars and
ciety at a .meeting held Tuesday evening, the 15th. Arnold Rugg '34 Uie second will be fifteen dollars.
and Burton Dunfield '34 headed the.
charge of (he ceremo- FVAIII #np NTois/C
Dies, and they were also assisted by * •* w»*»*» '*■» *V^ • *9 •
(Continued I-Yom Page 1)
all the old members of the society.
This initiation was held in the
rooms of the Physi.-s and Biology in the good old days, but Jack Ryder,
departments of Carnegie Science track coach at Boston College, resurrects the question. He points out
Hall.
that the shotput record in 1S76 was
New members from the class of 3 2 feet five inches, where as Jack
'35 who were invested are: Edward Torrance of Louisiana recently threw
Small. Bryce Smith, Royce Purin- the same pellet more than 55 feet.
ton, John Albcrtini, Carl Drake. Innumerable athletes can do better
Robert Coombs, Edgar Pennell, and than 50 feet. Torrance's coach preReginald Hammond. Of the sopho- dicts that his protege will pass 60
more class the folloiwng were select- feet by the time of the next Olympics.
ed: Wendell Crawsaw. Robert John- Maybe 16 pounds is lighter than it
son. Fred Smyth, Wesley Stoddard. was 50 years ago. maybe young men
and John Parfitt.
are better than their grandfathers.

COOL — COMFORTABLE
INEXPENSIVE
The Latest Design In Sport
Shoes For Men

THE AIR-0-FL0W
Hawaiin Sport Oxfords
In White With Crepe Soles
AIR COOLED
Aii- Flows In

Lettermen Hold Science Group
Dance In Chase
Initiates Many
Friday Evening New Associates

Attention Varsity Club members!
Have you asked "her"' to the dance
Friday night? Any new member -an
give you her name and home address. Plans have been completed for
this popular spring dance which is
to be held in Chase Hall. Friday evening, from 6even-thirty to eleven
o'clock. In charge of this dance iFrank Soba '34. who is assisted by
Walter Gay '3 5, Bernard Loomer
'34, and 'Robert Kramer '35. Dancing will be to the music of DeMarco
and his Bobcats, and attractive programs in red and white have been
selected by the committee.
Chaperones are iMr. and Mrs. Leslie Spinks, Prof, and Mrs. Brooks
CRUEL WORLD
Quimby. and .Mr. and Mrs. 'Raymond
Thompson. Invited guests include
GRADUATION FOR most Seniors means more than merely Mr. and Mrs. William Carrigan. Mr.
receiving a degree. It means breaking old ties of friend- and Mrs. David Morey, and Prof,
ship formed over a four-year period, the casting off of and Mrs. Oliver Cutts.
bonds often burdensome, yet nevertheless, parted with only
with a prot'ond sense of something valuable lost. In addition to separation graduation means entering a new environment where familiar associations play little or no part, and familiar things have
no value. The resultant dissolution of the old and the accumulation
of the new means a drastic readjustment of the personality.
We sympathise with those Seniors who soon are to face this
test of entrance into world affairs. Hut our sympathy is tempered by
the fact that alter all they are about to perform the deed towards
which all our efforts are bent. Our associations at college are at
best temporary. We would no more expect to retain the contacts of
college than we could hope to retain, in entirety, the close and intimate associations of home. The memory, the influence is there, but
the first-hand touch is a thing of the past.
We realize that we have lost something by this separation. But
we hope that there has been an immeasurable" gain. Before us open
broader and wider horizons. New friends, new contacts, new associations, become part of our daily life. And these new factors are
more important, more an essential part of our personality- because
they ,1,-al with the earning of our bread and boards, because mere
friendliness and good fellowship are not the tests. But utility the
ability to start something and flush it. to support, perhaps, a family,
to know how to do something is more essential.
In a sense we envy those who are graduating. They are no more
.o deal with an environment congenial to growth; the intensive
training period is past; soon the theories of the classroom are to
be out to the test of reality. The controlled atmosphere of the laboratory IS soon to be replaced by one in which unknown variables
will ups.»t every previous application. They will soon know how
much in accordance with the facts of life their philosophy of living
really is The one great acid test is soon to be made.
Graduation is no time for tears. A fleeting thought of the past
with a passing memory, a recognition of what it has meant to us.
I hen on to that which is of greater consequence, to advance to
lurthrr reaches and to the formation of new contacts.

<;allim"i

liial have any material b. aril
term grades be corrected by ui
graduates. The staff consid
most faculty memtaejW have
six or more years in preparation for
the work which students are now
doing, and it is not difficult to understand why two or three ;
contact with a subject doesn't constitute a reliable background for
assumption of powers which ai
cident upon student correctors.

—

Air Flows < 'nl

Ideal Fur Wear About < 'anijuis
«.ii the Tennis Court and
<di the Golf Links

EASILY UP
TRy C

«*KIS. you

1

CAN

SMOKE AU YOU WANT!!
X
AND
CAMELS WON'T
v jO!**
**v DOt*'t
UPSET YOUR
1U40V* W*Y-

NERVES-

DEATH
We are afraid of death and all it holds,
ncertain. vague, intangible, the pale
Of future life. The crumbling, dustv moldsOur bodily graves-well up the unearthly tale.
The present is real. We breath, we laugh, we sigh.
I hough misery, pam. and hate may Seize us all,
And cruel chance would have us wish to die.
"\ et better this than mere decay in Fall!
There have been men upheld bv simple trust
In ny-rcy. gods, and heavens,—imbued with hope.
The worry and toil of earth, an opened gate
Then freedom eternal from human struggle and lust.
So sure, so blind in faith, they did not cope
With mocking Death.—Were they deceived by fate?
Gilbert Oordon-Ackroyd.
(Inspired by a study of LaFontaine's "La Mort et le Bucheron.")

YPU CAN SMOKE THEM STEADILY. . . BECAUSE THEY
NEV^R GET ON YOUR NERVES... NEVER TIRE YOUR TASTE !

v\
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ed by Dr. Zerby. Among those B**-Bs>eenominations shall be subject to.
present at the Retreat were Sumner
TUMBLEDOWN CLIMB
the approval of the Council".
Libbev, William Hamilton. WiUard
With AMENDMENTS II. III. and
PROVES SUCESS
Rand." Bernard Loonier. Clyde HolIV, Article X Section 1, would then'
COMPANY
(< onlintieil 1-idin Page 1)
brook, Julius Lombardi. Charles Penread:
(Continued From Page 1)
PRINTERS-BOOKBINDERS
(, -ontinuwl from I»a«e «)
dleton. Walter Conrad. John Dority.
It shall be the duty of the men of
Last night
in the (Impel
Un95-99Main St.,
AUBURN, ME
the freshman, sophomore, and junior
morning church attendance. An
Milton Undholnt. the new President,
christian Service Club held a medi- and the "Lemoa Baneacer", whese
. order in the buildings."
classes to select two delegates from
international
relations
project
outer
garments
wove
nearly
lost
in
and
Dr.
R.
L.
Zerby.
Faculty
Advisor.'
rroper
service
for
i?P ' ,'onnection with Article X Sec- their respective classes, and it shall tation and initiation
will also be sponsored.
in
entitled
Nominations and be the duty of these six delegates to those Students who have been re- the attempt to make well-fed bodies
These various activities will all be
go through Nature's own, novel recently
elected
to
membership
in
the
iio» .„„. und reading. "It shall be join with the President of the StuRegistered Druggist
Bjectiom •
machine.
When all had incorporated in a film of the Y in- j
ihe men of each class to
organization.
These were
Nan ducing
dent Council in forming a committee
Pur" Drag! and Med'.clnei
Longley '35, squirmed, twisted, and hauled them- terests which will be prepared during
'w,d a committee of three to select of seven. This committee of seven is Wells '35, Charlotte
selves through, the descent was be- the course of the year.
*,an Abates for membership in the to nominate three men for each and Virginia Scales '36. The cere- gun, with frequept
Alter two days of discussion and
T-BESCEIPTIONS A SPECIALTY
stops, tor last
1 This committee shall nom- position in the Student Council, and mony was in the form of a candle- looks at the widespread view, and planning the Retreat was closed by
M
. two candidates for each posi- the nominations from each class are light service. Other new members rest for fatigued
Corner Bates and Main Street
LEWISTON, MAINB_
limbs.
At the a short inspirational service conducti.« Council. The members of to be submitted to the respective will be taken in to the club next Fall. bottom,
sandwiches, coffee,
and
ll l,l,
each class for the
""l"ll",l"ll"""""""=
Uiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiimmiiimiiii""i""«" "
classes. Each of the three classes, at two-thirds vote of the entire Assemb- doughnuts were devoured by all most
, g year shall automatically a regular class meeting, shall select
the
following
amendment
is
heartily,
;
CHOOSE YOUR
=
rfluded'n this list of nomin- from the list submitted to it two lv
proposed:
Finally, after Rover and Sammy
W '"
t-.,ch nominating committee candidates for each position on the
AMENDMENT VI
Woodpecker, both impersonated by
1?» nlace its list of nominees in the Council. Each nominating committee,
Resolved, That the words "two- Jack David, not tired from playing
i of the Student Council not shall place its list of nominees in the
|s
thirds
vote" shall be replaced by the' With Connie and David, the group
.
...
vrnr^h
10.
These
nominthan March
hands of the Student Council not
returned home.
later
the ap- later than March 10. These nomin- words "three-fifths vote".
he
subject
to
.inni shall
Article XIV, Section
1,
would i
£Sl of the Council and ot the ations shall be subject to the approvWhere The Bobcats Meet
committee on the Student al of the Faculty Committee on the read:
This Constitution
may be
varied
can
show
you
a
\Y,
inncil": the following amendments Student Council.
amended by a three-fifths vote
LUNCHEONETTE
selection of
.,. proposed:
In connection with Article X, Secof the entire Assembly.
tion 3, reading: "Should the Council
AMENDMENT II
PRIZE CITS. FOUNTAIN
AMENDMENTS TO BY-LAWS
liefollowing or the Faculty Committee on the
AND
,,,,olvo(I:
That
PENS. LADIES SILK
In connection with ARTICLE III.
. .... "It shall IM- the duty of (Be Student Council eliminate any can-1
rMr.KK'I.l.AS
AND
LEATHER
n of each class to elect n coniinit- didates, the nominating committee, which reads "These By-Laws may
FOUNTAIN SERVICE
HAND BAGS,
,1 three to select candidates for shall see that an acceptable candidate be amended by a two-thirds vote of
LEATHER HILL FOLDS,
Jfj, position in the Council." shall is provided for everyone thus elim- the whole Assembly provided that a
PRESCRIPTIONS
inated": the following amendment isj\ notice of the proposed amendment
BOOK ENDS. CLOCKS
!lchanged to read:
be posted in the usual manner at,
proposed:
'*' ,, |U,u be the duty of the
COMPOUNDED
i least five days before being acted
„.,.„ 0f the freshman, sophomoAMENDMENT V
upon." the following amendment is
nl junior classes to select
Telephone 3694
Resolved: That the words "or the proposed:
'.',,' delegates from their res»
—
Student
Council"
be
eliminated.
AMENDMENT
I
Jewelers
, lasses, and it shall be
College and Sabattus Streets
Article X, Section 3, would then
Resolved: That the words "two;h,. dUty of these six delegates
Lewiston,
Maine
read:
thirds vote" shall be replaced by the
i with the President of the
words "three-fifths vote".
Should the Faculty Committee
Si iKl(»i Council in forming a
Article III would then read:
eliminate any candidates, the
committee of seven. This comThese By-Laws may be amendnominating committee shall see
mittee of seven is to nominate
ed by a three fifths vote of the
MANY BATES STUDENTS TRADE AT OUR STORE
that an acceptable candidate is
three men for each position in
whole Assembly provided that a
provided for everyone thus eliStudent Council,
and the
IF WE HAVEN'T HAD THE PLEASURE OF
notice of the proposed amendminated.
nominations for each class are
ment be posted in the usual
In
connection
with
Article
XIV,
WAITING ON YOU, COME IN AND GIVE US
to be submitted to the respectmanner at least five days before
Section 1, which now reads, "This
ive dasses. Each of the three
being
acted
upon.
A
CHANCE TO SHOW YOU OUR MERCHANDISE
Constitution
may
be
amended
by
a
■s. at a regular class meetshall select from the list
We Sell Good Clothes
Bobmitted to it two candidates
RUBBER AND OIL CLOTHING AND ALL KINDS OF
FUR COMPANY
(or each position on the Council.
CANVAS AND RUBBER FOOTWEAR
AMENDMENT III
Bet. 1873
Resolved:
That
the following
ALSO A FULL LINE OF SHORTING GOODS
Lewiston, Maine
,1,,,.,. l„. eliminated, "the members
|
2!)
Ash
Street
LEWISTON.
140 LISBON STREET.
„f ,!„. Council from each class for
LEWISTON RUBBER COMPANY AUGUSTA
HIIIIIIIII
,l„. preceding year shall automaticalLEWISTON
ly be included in this list of nominations".
AMENDMENT IV
Resolved, That the following
clause be eliminated,
"these

fommittee Prepares
Desired Amendments

Y CABINET PLANS
FOR COMING YEAR

Chapel Initiation By
Christian Ser. Club

MERRILL & WEBBER

R. W. CLARK

COLLEGE
PHARMACY

Riding Togs I
—AT—

I

MURPHY'S I

JODHPURS AND BREECHES £
I
CAPS
£
YK8T8
1
SHIRTS
BEITS
i
CROPS
1
TIES
BOOTS i

Barnstone-Osgood

T. I MURPHY

CRONIN & ROOT

J. E. LaFlamme

//e*ez^^-Luckies do not dry out

PHOTOGRAPHER
VISIT THE NEW
STUDIO AT
135 MAIN STREET
Lewiston
TELEPHONE 2134

DEWITT
} BEAUTY
SHOP

S#
Frederick and Bonat
PERMANENT WAVES, $6-$10

rt/^-Luckies are All -Ways
kind to your throat
The difference between cigarettes is
the difference between what goes into
rhem and how they are put together.

ZOTOS Machineless

Luckies use only the clean, center

Waving, $10

leaves, for these are the mildest leaves
—they taste better. That's why farmer?v

Other Permanents

$5-$10

Finger Waves

50c

TELEPHONE 3644

Compliments of

TUFTS

'V.

are paid higher prices for them. And
Luckies get the benefit of the famous
process—"It's toasted" tor your

fully packed. That's why Luckies
"keep in condition"—that's why you' 11

Printing Specialists

find that Luckies do not.dry out—an

W3 MIDDLE ST.,

Lewiston.

*"N.

throat protection.
Arid every Lucky is round, firm and

BROTHERS
TELEPHONE 1710

v.

important point to every smoxer.^
Yes, Luckies are always in all-ways
kind to your throat.

17=

"It's toasted'
/ Luckies are all-ways kind to your throat
SAT IT

WITH

IOB

OEE-M

George A. Ross
ELM STBBET

B»t«. MM

BRING YOUR FILMS TO
US FOR DEVELOPING
AND FINISHING
24 Hour Service

The Quality Shop
3 Minutes from Campus
TELEPHONE 1S17-W

the renter Leaves-theseare the Mildest Leaves f^¥^
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PACE 4

5P0RT5
EQITCriTS

U. Of M. Golfers
Bobcat Runners
In N, E. Meet
Defeat Garnet

U. Of M. Track
Team Defeats
Bates Runners

BOB SAI'XDKKS

Tony Kishon's 19 Points
Save Garnet From
Complete Defeat

Hates may have lost to Maine in
their dual track meet last Saturday
liut according to Itoudoin Hates really tied the I'alo Blue in the State
Sleet held at Hriinswick. Incidentally
Bowdoin mm the meet with 135
points while Colby, Maine, and Bates
finished in a triple tie for second
with no points. Bowdoin may like the
medals hut the U. M. still has the
cup.

A well balanced Maine track team
surprised an over-confident Bates
team last Saturday to win handily.
79-56. and avenge the defeat they
suffered indoors.
Only the great performances of
Tony Kishon. blond freshman giant,
kept the garnet from being completely routed. The mediocre running of
the Bates men. with Maine taking
every running event, was striking.
Harry Keller was overtaken in the
Prom the meet at Orono.—
100 by Goddard of Maine. Maine
Day Stetson is showing great
won first and second in the furlong
promise as a two-miler.
Pat
while Goddard won
over both
French measured Harry Keller's
hurdles. Ken Black stepped easily
record leap of 23 ft. 4 In. It
awav from Hall and Pendleton in
was just .v, of an inch from
the quarter while Joel Marsh won
Pat's own Maine record 19 years
the half from
Danielson.
Harry
ago. The former Bates record
Saunders and Krnie Black of Maine
was 22 ft. Hi in. made by Chad
finished one. two ahead of Malloy in
KnowltOD in 1930. Kishon's last
the mile. Bob Saunders, shifted from
loss iii the javelin won by just
the mile to the half, made a sorry
two Inches from Tot man. Three
showing, failing to place.
hammer throwers
made over
Bill Cole and Bob Wishart ran
160 feet. A rare feat in any
first and second for Maine in the
college meet.
two mile. Day Stetson might have
The varsity club initiated seven taken second for Bates but he delaynew members .Monday oi^hi. Those ed his kick too long.
Capt. Bob Kramer won the high
mafciag the grade of varsity competjump but both Cooper and Case
ition were:
failed at f> feet 61/, inches. Louie
Meagher won the pole vault with a
Day Sietson. who. although a
nice leap at 11 ft. 7 in. under trying
left hand shot, did a very credconditions as the
wind constantly
itable job at right wing. Is a
blew the bar off.
strong cross-country runner and
an up-and-coming two miler.
Summaries
Has two years left to make a
I'd vnrd hurdle—- Won by Goddard. Maine:
name for himself.
•MMld, Purinlon, BMes : third, Kishon,
.lack Kugg, of varsity caliber two
years ago but was kept out because
Of appendicitis. Played defense last
year and all hough light used his
escnerience and stamina
to bold down
_ .
liis berth in fine fashion.

The Garnets were victorious in the
first soccer game of the season
played on Monday, by a score of 4
to 1. Jean Murray made two goals
for the Garnets. Evelyn Rich captained the Garnet team, and Betty Hobbs,
the Black. The Lineup was as
follows:
Garnet
Black
M. McCarthy
C.
J. Murray
L.I.
E. Rich
A. Redlon
L.W.
S. Hughes
D. Kimball
R.E.
L. Williams
H. Dean
R.W.
M. Knapp
C. Harmon
C.H.
F. Larrabee
R. Gallinari
R.H.
L.H.
M. Curtis
F.
N. Wells
E. Oliver
B. Hobbs
G.
B. Wells

A Phase of Preventive Medicine
College Men find in it unusual
opportunities for a career
THE Harvard University Dental
School offers a competent course
of preparation for the dental
profession.
A "CLASS A" SCHOOL
Write for catalogue

Time.
10 4-5
second\l
......
a J

new cage record of 2:19 2-5
being made. Knows track and
running from A to Z and will be
nationally known before he
hangs up his size sevens.

Bpence l-'urhiish, who made the
grade by playing consistently hard
hockey although kepi out of a starting position only because of Sccor,
all-state center,
Howie Norman, who did some
very fasi skating and flashy
playing at left wing. Although
small he packs plenty of beef
anil dumped a goodly number of
I he opposition. Has one more
year to show his stuff again.
Time other initiates were Bond
Perry, senior football manager for
nexl fall: Willard Higgins, track
manager, and Clarence
Hcbcrt,
hockey manager.
All
three have
served as managers since their freshman year and have done efficient
work.
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LEWISTON SHOE
HOSPITAL
7 SABATTT7S STBEET

We Specialize in
REPAIRING LOTUS SHOES
Agent. FREDERICK PETKE. '34

PROFESSIONAL
CAREER
Hundreds of college m*n and wom«n
have found a pleasant and .llgnlflrd career
as iiptuinetrlral eye specialisti'
The Pennsylvania State Toilette of Optittnctry. * das* "A" school, often a degree course. Extensive clinical firtlltlr*.
complete laboratories and equipment, wellkii'ittii faculty.

SHOES

COBB - MORRIS CO.
51 Court Street

Auburn

A. G. SPAULDING
ATHLETIC GOODS

The Florist
TELEPHONE 4<>35

Lewiston

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
WE \RK FEATURING THE LATEST THING TN
FROCKS FOB GRADUATION AND FORMAL WEAR
Special Discount to Bates Students
Charge Account Service

CORTELL'S

LEWISTON.

100-111 LISBOH STREET,

TENNIS RACKETS
Golf Supplies
Rackets Re-Strung
$2.00 Up

G. R. Hunnewell Fur Co.

AUBURN

LEWISTON

57 Court Street,

Auburn

Diamond Engagement
Rings
Popular Priced Ladies'
and Gents' Watches
for

"A Complete Banking Service"

GRADUATION

Lewiston Trust Company

GEO. V. TURGEON
& CO.

THE BLUE LINE

DAYLIGHT SAVING TIME
I.v. LEWISTON
7:4.". A.M.. 1:00 P.M., 5:00 P.M.
I.v. RIM FORD
7:35 A.M.. 12:50 P.M.. 4:50 P.M.
I.v. FARMINGTON
7:30 A.M.. 12:45 P.M., 4:45 P.M.

ENSEMBLE SUITS
WHITE BUCK

185 MAIN STREET, Lewiston.

Compliments of

JEWELERS

Lewiston, Maine

Lewiston - Rumford - Farmlngton

We Solicit the Business of Bates Students
:
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80 Lisbon Street,
Lewiston
Sign
"BIG CHIME CLOCK
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own where they grow
tobacco.. in most places Chesterfield
is the largest-selling cigarette

Job Printers
...

Publishers
—it takes good things to make
good things.
—the mild ripe tobaccos we
buy for Chesterfield mean milder
better taste.
—the way they arc made
means Chesterfields burn right
and smoke cool.
—it means that down where

Prof. Lewis Teaches
Course At Portland
W'cfithrnok Junior College of Portland in fortunate in having Prof.
Howell Lewis, professor of psycholo;:> at Bates, two days a week. Every
Tuesday and Friday Prof. Lewis'
teaches Mental Hygiene to a large.
class of seventy students. He began I
last April, and the course is to last)
six weeks. It is interesting to note j
that there isn't a single boy in the
class.

4<i Ash St.

SPORT COATS

PENDLETON

Victor News
Company

THE NEW
DENTISTRY

have no goal.—

afternoon. May 19th,
' On Friday"ill nold *in,'
Mrs. Clifton D. Gray
of her delightful
other of as. Thoe^atudenta and fa

FLOWERS

ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
610 BATES STREET.
LEWISTON.
TELEPHONE 4634-R

For we that live to please an*,
please to live.—Samuel Jolinso,,.

„,tv women who were born under
'he-sign of Gemini, including the
last of May and the first part of
june. have been invited to attend
was
deA re-vamped golf team
feated last Friday by the tniversUy
of Maine. 7-2. at the Martindale
Country Club. All the players were
WHEN IN NEED
In
hampered by the strong wind.
good
rounds
spite of this, several
OF
were turned in.
ren
The Bates team showed a remaiKfirst
alile improvement sifter
their first
appearance on the Brunswick links.
Gross turned in a good card,
deFOB
feating Sweeney
3-2.
He teamed
with Tavlor in defeating Beers and
ANY OCCASION
Sweenev 2-1. for the only
Bates
noints. 'The team was hindered Dj
ihe ineligibility of Howe, Moulton,
CALL
and Edmunds.

Lewiston Monumental Works

:o:

Remove par and I
Rev. I. L. Kain.

Bates Men Show Improvement At Second
Appearance

JAMES P. MURPHY CO.
INC.

Bate*. Time, 1<> t-S seconds.
830 low- yard, hurdle—Won l»y (>oddard.
Maine ; leeond, rurintiin. Hales ; third, Pendleton, Bales. Time. 2B 4-.~. seconds.
lOf) vard dash—Won by Goddard. Maine ;
■acond. Killer. Bales ; third. Hill, Maine.

L
•220 vard dash—Won
by Hill. Maine : aecnnd. K. Black. Maine ; third. Hall. Bales.
Time. 23 1-5 seconds.
440 vnrd run—Won by K. Black. Maine ;
Johnny Cooper, whose leap of
second." Hall. Bates ; third, Pendleton, Bates.
5 fl. 10 in. to tie Kramer in the
Time. i)2 1-5 seconds.
Maine meet indoors won him the
S-II vnrd run—Won by Marsh. Maine : second, ihinielson. Bates ; third, E. Bktckf
privilege to punch the traditionMaine. Time. - minutes.
al garlic. Studies high jumping
One mile run—Won by Saunders. Maine,
form earnestly and is likely to
second. E. Black. Maine ; third. Malloy.
go higher. Has another year of
Time. 4 minuter. 32 2-5 seconds.
Two mile run—Won by Cole. Maine ; seccompetition.
ond. Wishart, Maine ; third. Stetson Bates.
Time. 10 minutes. 9 seconds.
Tony Kishon, the one man track
High jump—Won by Kramer, Bates ; 5
team of whom nothing further need ft., rt% inches ; second. Ireland, Maine : 5
ft..
7*4 inches ; third, tie between Case and
1M said. Has marks of about ill in Cooper. Bates. 5 ft.. 6'i inches.
the discus, 102 in the U. lb. hammer,
Broad jump—Won by Keller. Bates ; 23
170 ill the javelin, »« in the 10 lb. fl.. 4 inches ; second, Ireland, Maine ; 22 ft.,
shot. 50 in the 35 lb. weight, 54 in 2 8-8 Inches ; third, Roberts, Maine ; 21 ft.,
the IS lb. shot, and six flat in the 6 inches.
Pol* Vault—Won by MwAg Bates ; sec40 yd. high hurdles since he came to. ond.
Favor. Maine : tiiird. Bates of Bates ;
Bates last fall. Is former national I height 11 ft.. 7 inches.
■choolbo) hammer throwing chump
Shot put—Won by Kishon. Bates ; 45 ft..
and seems desiined to go down as 11 3-8 inches ; second. Collette. Maine ; 38
10 5-8 inches ; third, Thompson, Maine ;
the greatest record breaker in the ft..
36 ft., 3% laehM.
hiatorj of Maine truck.
Hammer—Won by Favor. Maine ; 164 ft.,
9% inches : second. Kishon. Bates ; 162 ft.,
% inch ; third, Rogers. Maine ; 160 ft., 31/»
Bucky Gore, popular freshinches.
mnn prexy, who came to Bates
Dfeieafl—Won by Kishon. Bates f 135 ft. ;
with a great reputation as a
tefond. Favor. Maine : 122 ft., 1 Vi inches ;
runner anil proved it. Made his
third. Sidlintfcr. Maine ; 119 ft., 9% inches.
letter by defeating the Maine
Javelin—Won by Kishon. Bates, 170 ft.,
star. Ken Black, in a sensation2 \% inches ; second ; Tot man, Maine. 170
ft..
Vz inch ; third tie between Favor. Maine,
al 1000 yd duel which saw a
and .Johnson. Maine. 166 ft.. 4 ',£ inches.

'

The annual Houseparty is to take
place on Saturday at Winthrop. Besides having a good time, both the
old and new boards will make plans
for the coming year.
On Friday, May 25, Play Day.
climaxing the year's activities will
occur. Val Kimball '36 is general
chairman, and the committee heads
are as follows: Peg Melcher. Games:
Flora McLean, Refreshments. The
Big Garnet and Black Soccer game
will take place on this afternoon, as
will the finals of the tennis tournament. Awards for training, numerals, and sweaters are also given out
at this time.

Coach Kay Thompson announced Monday that he would definitely take to the New England
Track and Field Meet at Springfield Friday and Saturday the
following men: ('apt. Bob Kramer,
Louis Meagher.
Hairy
Keller.
Clayt Hall. Royc-e Purmton, and
Bob Annieetti. The first three won
first plaees against Maine last Saturday and stand excellent chances
of scoring while the other three
are possible point winners.
Several other men will be selected from the squad to make the
trip. Al Poshkus in the sprints.
Day Stetson in the two mile, and
Archie I'eabody in the hammer
are newcomers who have been improving greatly and
may see
action. Ken Bates,
veteran pole
yaulter and Frank Pendleton.
quarter miler. stand a chance of
competing as do Don Malloy and
Bob Saunders. milers. The team
will leave tomorrow afternoon and
will return Sunday.

MRS. CD. GRAY
PLANS ZODIAC TEA

225

LISBON STREET

Maine Athletic
Supply Co.
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they grow tobacco folks know
that mild ripe tobaccos are
bought for Chesterfields.
And because Chesterfields are
made of the right kinds of tobacco, it is a milder cigarette,
a cigarette that tastes better.
There is no substitute for mild,
ripe tobacco.
*

226 MAIN STREET
Next to Strand Theatre
GOLF, TENNIS, TRACK
and BASEBALL
TELEPHONE 3732
CALL

4040
;.:.

FOR REAL COURTEOUS
TAXI SERVICE
LEWISTON,

MAINE

Pennsylvania State
College off Optometry

The College Store

For catalog write Registrar. B»< C. Sweater
Ave. and Twelfth St.. Philadelphia. Pa.

IS FOR

Bates Students
DOWNINGS
CANDY STORE
We Make Our Own Ice Cream

63 Court Street.

Auburn.

A COMPLETE LINE OF
CLASS ROOM SUPPLIES ON
SALE FOR YOUR
CONVENIENCE
DROP IN BETWEEN
CLASSES

© l«M. Liecrrr at Mrs«» To»«cco C«,

■

